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Abstract: Solution-based printing approaches permit digital designs to be converted into physical
objects by depositing materials in a layer-by-layer additive fashion from microscale to nanoscale
resolution. The extraordinary adaptability of this technology to different inks and substrates has
received substantial interest in the recent literature. In such a context, this review specifically focuses
on the realization of inks for the deposition of ZnO, a well-known wide bandgap semiconductor
inorganic material showing an impressive number of applications in electronic, optoelectronic,
and piezoelectric devices. Herein, we present an updated review of the latest advancements on
the ink formulations and printing techniques for ZnO-based nanocrystalline inks, as well as of the
major applications which have been demonstrated. The most relevant ink-processing conditions
so far explored will be correlated with the resulting film morphologies, showing the possibility
to tune the ZnO ink composition to achieve facile, versatile, and scalable fabrication of devices of
different natures.

Keywords: printed electronics; ZnO; crystals; nanorods; thin films; sensors; ink transport; inkjet
printing; nanocomposites

1. Introduction

The fabrication of electronic devices can be significantly boosted by the development of efficient,
rational, high-throughput, and potentially scalable processing techniques. The manufacturing strategies
for conventional silicon-based technologies are based on photolithographic and chemical processing
steps, allowing for the realization of electronic circuits on wafers made of pure semiconducting
material. Albeit well-established, these methods suffer from lack of flexibility, high costs, and a limited
range of materials that can be processed [1]. In this regard, the employment of printing technologies
constitutes an important alternative, due to the ease of fabrication, design flexibility, compatibility
with flexible substrates, and excellent control of electrical, optical, and magnetic properties of the
printed materials. Printed electronics plays a critical role in facilitating widespread use of flexible and
stretchable electronics, allowing for the fabrication of new and complex architectures, and the possibility
to transform materials or thin deposits, which are usually unusable for applications, to functional
structures [2]. In general, printing technologies belong to the class of additive manufacturing techniques,
i.e., a set of methodologies allowing the direct material addition or joining throughout onto a receiving
surface, which have recently received wide acclaim in science and technology [3,4]. This approach
benefits from ambient operative conditions, low material consumption, customizable deposition
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process [5], and does not require the use of masks or other costly and time-consuming processing
equipment that are typical of conventional silicon-based photolithographic manufacturing techniques.

In this scenario, the formulation of inks containing conductive or semiconductive nanomaterials,
(e.g., nanoparticles, nanowires, nanotubes, etc.) is of fundamental importance, since these systems
constitute the building blocks of a plethora of electronics devices, allowing for complete exploitation
of printing techniques for device fabrication. Another element of great importance is the method of
deposition, given the immense variety of printing approaches, especially considering their rapidity,
resolution, and the physicochemical characteristics of the inks [6–12], which can be enhanced by
sintering [13]. Among the molecular systems that have been investigated so far, solution-processable
organic semiconductors have been widely investigated and reviewed [14]. Organic semiconducting
thin films of high crystallinity [15,16], as well as the formation of highly oriented polymer fibers have
been obtained by inkjet printing [17]. However, the research interests are rapidly evolving towards the
integration of different classes of materials [18]. In particular, inorganic inks and nanomaterials [19]
may be advantageous in comparison to organic semiconductors, due to their higher durability and
superior device performance. Nevertheless, the development of inorganic inks is still a matter of
intense research, especially considering the upscaling for industrial purposes. Among the inorganic
nanomaterials, in the last decades, ZnO has established itself as one of the most important and versatile
electronic and photonic materials, and interest in the applications of ZnO based inks and related
printing technologies has significantly increased as well (see the publication data plotted in Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Published articles from 2000 to 2019 on “ZnO” and “electronics” (closed black symbols),
and on “ZnO” and “inks”, or “inkjet”, or “printed” (open red symbols). Data extracted from Scopus
database on 20 March 2020.

The interest in the field of ZnO-based devices can be ascribed to its remarkable properties.
ZnO is a semiconductor with a direct band gap value of 3.4 eV and a large exciton binding energy
of 60 meV. ZnO crystallizes in the hexagonal wurtzite-type structure under ordinary conditions;
the wurtzite structure of ZnO belongs to the space group P63mc. The synthesis of ZnO can be carried
out in vapor or liquid phases, being extremely versatile in terms of the attainable morphologies [20],
like nanorods [21], nanowires [22], nanospheres [23], nanotetrapods [24], 2D nanoflakes [25], and others.
ZnO nanoparticles (NPs) have found immense applications in the sector of chemical sensors [26],
due to their extremely large surface/area ratio, and are also reported as cytotoxic [27]. ZnO NP-based
hybrids have also demonstrated to be effective nanocatalyst, with enhanced catalytic performance in
comparison with other already reported systems [28]. By contrast, quasi-1D nanostructures have high
piezoelectricity [29–31], electrochemical activity [32], remarkable biocompatibility, as reported by the
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Food and Drug Administration [33], suitability for cellular stimulation [34], intracellular sensing [32,35],
and ease of surface functionalization [36].

From these outstanding physicochemical properties, it is clear that the possibility to print
ZnO-based (nano)crystalline inks could be an important step for the integration of this material in the
world of printed electronics devices [37]. This review aims to provide a critical and selected overview
of the different ZnO-based ink formulations and printing approaches on solid surfaces from the last
15 years. The major applications of each printing technique will be investigated, with a focus on
specific target applications, namely chemical and physical sensors, photocatalysis, solar cells, electronic
devices, and other ones. The review is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with a brief introduction
of the major printing techniques used for inks at different resolution (e.g., screen printing, flexographic
printing, 3D printing, inkjet printing, and dip pen nanolithography). Section 3 summarizes the most
relevant synthesis approaches for ZnO, focusing especially on wet chemistry approaches, considering
their relevant role in the field of ink formulations. Sections 4–8 report on the application of different
ZnO-based inks adapted for screen printing, flexographic printing, 3D printing, inkjet printing, and dip
pen nanolithography techniques, respectively. Section 8 contains the Conclusions and Perspectives.

2. Printing Techniques: A Brief Overview

2.1. Screen Printing

Screen printing is among the most versatile and well-known printing techniques for printed
devices fabrication [38]. The printing operation is carried out by spreading an ink paste across the
screen by using a squeegee (rubber blade). The screen represents the mesh, normally made of porous
fabric or stainless steel. This leads to a lower paste viscosity that, in turn, permits its spread through
the substrate. The screen is peeled off, and the viscosity of the paste returns to the normal condition
by passing the squeegee (Figure 2). The major factors that govern the process of the screen peel are
the viscosity of the paste, the squeegee speed, the tension of the screen, the area of the print, and
the snap-off distance between the screen and the sample. The capillary number (Ca) is typically
used to represent the interplay of viscosity, surface tension and printing speed, and is defined as
Ca= µU/γ, where µ is the ink’s viscosity, γ is the ink’s surface tension, and U is the printing speed
(typically around ~1 mm·s−1). The screen printing process has been recently theoretically investigated
by Kapur et al. [39]. They analyzed the importance of surface effects that take place when the printed
liquid is pulled out of the mesh. Their model was validated against a wide range of model inks,
demonstrating that the range of Ca involved in the screen printing process is common for all the
printers and is of the order of 10, based on the typical ink viscosities of about 10 Pa·s, surface tension of
30 mN·m−1, and snap-off speed of 2 mm·s−1. For these reasons, the screen printing process is generally
independent of many of the experimental set-up parameters.

The typically employed inks cause the formation of a thick wet layer (10–500 µm), thereby
resulting in thick films, which can be suitable for printing electrodes. The printing method is typically
constrained by a low lateral resolution, typically hundreds of microns [40], and by the exposure of the
ink to the atmosphere during printing. The critical aspect is to maintain the ink in a wet state whilst on
the mask during the printing operation that can last several hours in case of industrial processes.
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2.2. Gravure Printing

Gravure printing is among the most relevant technologies for the production of flexible and
low-cost printed electronics, due to its high-speed, high-throughput, high-resolution deposition of
functional materials and compatibility with roll-to-roll processes [42–44]. As depicted in Figure 3a,
the technique relies on the transfer of ink from small engraved cells in the gravure cylinder to the flexible
substrate in three steps: (1) filling (cavities are overfilled with ink by ink bath or chambered doctor
blade); (2) wiping (removal of excess ink from the non-image areas using doctor blade); (3) transferring
(the moving substrate contacts the free surface of the ink in the well, and ink is pulled from the well
onto the substrate). The quality of the printing is governed by the wettability of the ink to the printing
plate, doctor blade, and substrate [45]. These individual functions are linked by the capillary number.
In order to realize high-resolution and high-fidelity processes, it is essential to accurately adjust the
printing speed and pressure, ink viscosity, and surface tension. Moreover, the doctor blade angle and
drying temperature can play a key role in the final print quality, as well as the engraved cylinder cell
parameters such as tone, screen angle, line density, and stylus angle.

To analyse and better understand the printing mechanism [46], Kitsomboonloha and coworkers
introduced an “inverse direct gravure printing”, in which a flat plate is used to transfer patters to
a substrate rather than using roll, allowing the direct imaging of the individual processes of filling
and wiping. A resolution lower than 2 µm with a printing speed as high as ∼1 m/s was achieved.
The interesting study from Huang and Zhu [47] pointed out the possibility to leverage this process to
deposit inorganic conductive ink materials, such as silver nanowire inks onto flexible plastic substrates
(see Figure 3b).
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2.3. Flexographic Printing

Flexographic printing is a very popular printing technique which employs a flexible printing
plate to deposit ink onto a receiving substrate [48,49]. As opposed to gravure printing, the ink in
flexographic printing is transferred from a raised surface (relief printing) and not from carved micro
cavities. The printing process can be described as follows. The inked plates bringing a raised image are
wrapped around cylinders on a web press and rotate at high speeds for transferring the ink through
small holes from the anilox roll to the substrate (Figure 4). The printing process can be adapted to
different materials (e.g., paper, carton board, metal, flexible packaging), and is compatible with a wide
range of inks, including water-based inks. The pattern length scale and the eventual triggering of finger
instabilities by flexographic printing can be tuned by printing velocity, fluid viscosity, and surface
tension, and normally lies in the tens of microns. For rigid printing plates, the printing quality mainly
depends upon the capillary number Ca = vη/σ, where v is the meniscus velocity, and η and σ are
the viscosity and the surface tension of the liquid, respectively. The optimal range of Ca is typically
comprised between 10−3 and 1. In fact, Ca has to be smaller than 1 in order to make negligible
the viscous friction and to preserve the ink shape under rotation flexographic printing. However,
the smaller the Ca, the higher would be the wavelength of capillary fingering instabilities, as expressed
by the equation λ∝Ca−1/2 [50]. For this reason, Ca should not be lower than 10−3, as reported by the
same authors. Interestingly, in the case of elastic flexographic printing plates, an emerging role is
played by the elastocapillary number, defined by plate elasticity and surface tension [50]. In particular,
the extensional elasticity of the printed ink during the separation of the printing plate and the inked
substrate can play an important role in flexographic printing. To this aim, it is possible to introduce the
adimensional elastocapillary number to quantify the interplay between viscosity, surface tension, and
elasticity in determining the possible instabilities of ink printing, as Ec = λEσ/ηl where λE is the fluid
characteristic relaxation time for the elastocapillary thinning action, η is the shear viscosity, and l is the
appropriate length scale for viscous instability. As observed by Morgan and coworkers [51], the increase
of ink elasticity can greatly affect the uniformity of the printed pattern, decreasing the overall relative
size of the printed finger features, as a consequence of the extensional elasticity on the ink filamentation
during the separation of the printing plate and the inked substrate. Recent developments have allowed
the engineering of nanoporous stamps made by carbon nanotubes (CNTs), permitting micrometer-scale
lateral resolution and nanoscale thickness (about 50 nm) to be achieved [52].
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2.4. Three-Dimensional (3D) Printing

Three-dimensional (3D) printing, or additive manufacturing (AM), is an emerging manufacturing
technology for the creation of customizable patterns in three dimensions, offering new opportunities
for the formation of a new class of multifunctional nanocomposites [53]. This technology allows
reconfigurable objects to be printed by means of computer-aided design (CAD) software, permitting
the design and the 3D structure to be optimized in a sequence of layers (Figure 5). Three-dimensional
printing is based on the extrusion of continuous filaments (inks) in a layer-by-layer sequence by using
the CAD tools. This method allows the fabrication of structures with features typically at the microscale
(0.1–100 µm) and mesoscale (>100 µm), as a function of the nozzle diameter. Notably, the ability to
fabricate a variety of structures necessitates the control of the formulation and the rheological behavior
of the inks and of the major printing parameters (e.g., velocity of the printing, pressure extrusion).
Along with polymers and biomolecular systems, these techniques have been applied also for ceramics,
by tuning process control, post-treatments, and energy source–material interactions [54].
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Figure 5. Scheme of a representative fused deposition modeling (FDM) setup. FDM consists of an
extruder (A), which allows the ink to be driven towards the nozzle (B) for the fluid ejection to form
the printed object (C). The process is carried out by forming the printed item on a hot plate (D) to
control the temperature and the resulting ink fluidity. The ink is generally a highly viscous fluid
obtained by heating a thermoplastic material, and it is deposited through the extruder/nozzle system
as a continuous filament of well-defined dimensions (E). Reprinted from Ref. [55] under the Creative
Commons Attribution (CC BY) License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

2.5. Inkjet Printing

Inkjet printing is among the most widespread micropatterning techniques in the context of ZnO
inks due to its adaptability to inks with different physicochemical properties and the inherently low
cost of the instrumentation. Inkjet printed droplets are typically in the 10–100 microns lateral scale
range, being directly related to the nozzle size from which the droplet is ejected. During droplet
formation, energy is distributed among viscous flow, drop surface tension, and drop kinetic energy [4].
In turn, this leads to a liquid jet resolving into a droplet hitting the substrate surface. This technique
has been implemented mainly following the continuous inkjet (CIJ) printing, and the drop-on-demand
(DOD) inkjet printing. In the CIJ case, the ink is subjected to a high pressure which forces it through
the nozzle, resulting in a jet which breaks up into a stream of droplets through the Rayleigh instability.
The droplets formed are electrically charged, so they can be properly guided by an external electric field.
In the DOD approach, the droplets are generated only when required, by a series of pressure pulses
inducing the droplet ejection when needed [56]. In turn, the DOD method can be divided, according to
the mechanism of drop formation, into four subclasses, namely, thermal, piezoelectric, electrostatic,
and acoustic [57]. The thermal and the piezoelectric jetting modes are the most employed. In the

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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piezoelectric printing approach, the system employs a piezoelectric crystal, such as lead zirconate
titanate (PZT). As the voltage is applied, the PZT piezoelectric transducer creates acoustic waves, forcing
the ink out of the chamber through the nozzle, resulting in droplet formation (see Figure 6). Notably,
it is possible to integrate the hardware with automated translation stages, allowing precise pattern
placement and registration to prepare multilayered patterns with different materials. Inkjet printing
has found many applications in the field of direct patterning of many different materials, such as
colloidal silver nanoparticles [58], oil droplets [8], biomolecular systems [59–61].
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Figure 6. Schematic illustration of piezoelectric inkjet printer. Diagram of the operation of a piezo
drop-on-demand (DOD) ink-jet print head. The applied voltage waveform induces the piezocrystal
deformation, which generates a pressure wave in the fluid ink inside the microfluidic chamber.
The pressure pulse determines the formation of the droplets and their ejection through the nozzle
onto the solid support for the pattern formation. Reprinted from Reference [62], Copyright (2004),
with permission from Elsevier.

Notably, the rheological properties of the ink play a fundamental role in the printing process.
Indeed, a careful optimization of the physicochemical characteristics of the ink is necessary. In this
regard, a common strategy to evaluate the jettability of the ink formulation is by means of the Derby
plot (see Figure 6), which illustrates the different regimes of inkjet printing by plotting the Weber
number, We = (ρν2L)/σ, against the Reynold number, Re = (ρνL)/µ, where ρ is the liquid density, σ is
the surface tension, L is the characteristic length scale, i.e., the droplet diameter, v is the velocity of the
fluid, and µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. Notably, the droplet diameter is usually similar or
slightly larger than the size of the nozzle. However, some reports have shown that it is possible to
reduce its size by adapting waveform [61] or by employing satellite printing [63].

The ideal ink composition lies within the “Printable Fluid” regime (green dot in Figure 7), whereas
a fluid at low viscosity lies in the “Satellites” regime, due to the possibility of generating satellites
upon jetting. Another commonly employed parameter that helps to predict the jettability of an ink,
is the Fromm number (Z), which is defined as the inverse of the Ohnesorge number Oh = µ/(ρσL)0.5,
i.e., Z = 1/Oh. For a fluid to be printable and to avoid the formation of satellites, this number has to
be in the range comprised between 1 and 10. The ink rheological properties are generally tuned by
adding additives such as glycerol, ethylene glycol, with the aim to increase the viscosity and also
reduce the material aggregation within the nozzle microchannels. The high-throughput capability of
the piezoelectric inkjet printing is among the most relevant features of this technology. In fact, in order
to increase the printing speed, it would be possible to simultaneously use multiple nozzles, thereby
enabling the inkjet printing technology for large scale industrial applications [64].
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and Reynolds (Re) numbers. The coordinate system illustrates the physicochemical combination of
fluid properties that determine a good quality inkjet printing process. The area containing the red dot
represents experimental conditions corresponding to satellite-forming inks, the grey dot labels the
regime of high-viscosity inks, while the green dot represents a well-printable ink regime. At the lowest
and highest values of We, the printability of the inks is generally reduced for lack of energy needed to
induce the drop formation and ejection, and because of splashing phenomena after the impact of the
drops with the solid interface, respectively.

2.6. Dip Pen Nanolithography

Among the available printing approaches, scanning probe lithography techniques constitute an
important class of direct-write nanolithographic methods, enabling nanoscale material patterning,
with resolutions below 10 nm, bypassing the diffraction limit. The first technique worth mentioning is
dip pen nanolithography (DPN). The discovery of this method dates back to 1999, when the group
of Mirkin leveraged an atomic force microscopy (AFM) tip as a “micro-pen”, a gold solid substrate
as a “paper”, and molecules loaded on the tip as an “ink”, for the development of an innovative
and direct-writing setup [65] (see Figure 8). In particular, the DPN printing process consists of
the direct-writing of the ink solution, loaded on the probe, from the tip onto the support surface.
The deposition of material occurs as the tip is mechanically brought in contact with the solid interface,
leading to the formation of a spot on the surface. DPN allows for patterning a wide variety of
materials, both soft and hard, with high accuracy and lateral resolution ranging from few microns to
sub-100 nm [66]. It has been demonstrated to be a useful tool for patterning of a plethora of different
materials, from biomolecules, to synthetic polymers, to inorganic materials [67]. In order to figure
out the transport mechanism of patterning in DPN in depth, it is fundamental to consider that the
deposition of material from the tip onto the surface is a complex process involving physicochemical
phenomena both at molecules/tip and molecules/support interfaces.

First of all, it is possible to distinguish diffusive inks from liquid inks [67]. The former, also known
as molecular inks, are characterized by a diffusion-driven transport mechanism of molecules from the
tip to the surface. The deposition is carried out by dipping a bare probe into a well containing the ink
of interest to load it on the tip surface. Then, the solvent evaporates leaving molecules physisorbed
on the tip. As the loaded tip comes into contact with the support surface, a water meniscus forms
and ink molecules diffuse towards the surface because of the concentration gradient. The tip-surface
dwell time allows the spot size and the amount of deposited material to be controlled [68]. On the
other hand, liquid inks are generally aqueous solutions that exhibit a transport mechanism mainly
dependent on the bulk fluid flow, strongly affected by viscosity. They are kept in the liquid state
over all the printing process and form dome-shaped features. In this case, the ink is loaded on the
tip through capillary forces and it is deposited in liquid state on the support. As the liquid-loaded
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tip is in contact with the solid surface, a fluid flow arises and the transport of ink molecules to the
surface can occur [68]. This flow is influenced by many parameters, including the Laplace pressure at
the meniscus, the surface-free energy at the solid interface, and the ink dynamic viscosity. In principle,
the formation of the water meniscus is not necessary for liquid inks to be deposited, but it is still
present, therefore the composition of the released ink is affected by the relative humidity (RH) [69].
The resulting spot size is in the microscale. The experimental conditions are crucial for a successful
and reproducible deposition in both transport mechanisms. The first factor to mention is certainly the
RH in the deposition chamber, since it positively affects the ink transport on the substrate. The RH
determines the spontaneous formation of the abovementioned water meniscus between the ink-coated
tip and the substrate, a phenomenon which has been experimentally observed by environmental
scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) [70], and which is fundamental for the material transport onto
solid supports. Indeed, the increasing RH results in a larger water meniscus, which facilitates the ink
deposition, especially in a diffusive mechanism. Another parameter increasing the transport rate is the
temperature, which positively affects the fluidity of the ink, especially for liquid ones [68].
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Figure 8. Scheme of the mechanism for molecular ink deposition by dip pen nanolithography (DPN).
The atomic force microscopy (AFM) tip loaded with the molecules to pattern is brought into contact
with the solid substrate to induce the molecular transport process through the water meniscus in
between the tip and the receiving surface. As sketched, molecules containing chemical moieties that
strongly interact with the solid surface can be chosen, thereby inducing an ordered orientation of
the chemical structures at the interface (e.g., self-assembled monolayers, SAM). Reproduced with
permission from Reference [68] Copyright© 2019 WILEY-VCH.

From a more technical point of view, it is interesting to notice the improvements also in terms of the
architecture of the surface patterning tools (SPTs), which consist in the cantilever/tip system used for the
deposition. As mentioned, the simplest SPT consists of an AFM-tip, but innovative architectures have
also been developed. In this context, the micro-cantilever spotting (µCS) is a relevant example, as it
shows the combination of the microfluidic fabrication technology with the DPN patterning tools [71,72].
More specifically, a µCS consists of a sharp tip crossed by a microfluidic channel, which constantly
delivers liquid to the tip edge. This system offers the possibility to continuously refill the tip edge
avoiding ink re-loading steps. Finally, it is important to highlight that printing speed and multiplexing
capability, which represent the main DPN limitations, can be overcome by the use of multi-tip devices.
In fact, DPN has been implemented for the multiple deposition of different chemicals, sequentially or
in parallel, showing high multiplexing potentiality. Polymer pen (PP) represents a relevant example
of DPN multiplexing [73]. It combines DPN and microcontact printing (µCP) features, by using an
array of soft elastomeric tips (~106 pyramid-shaped tips), that can be brought into contact with the
solid support and optically leveled for uniform patterning. Additionally, the possibility to control
the relative position of the tip array with respect to the support by tilting has been demonstrated to
be a powerful way to print gradient patterns of molecules [74]. A summary of the different printing
methodologies reported in this review can be found in Table 1, which specifically lists ink properties,
such as viscosity and surface tension, printing resolution, and process characteristics (speed, resolution
range, typical thicknesses, etc.).
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Table 1. Main features of the printing methods relevant for ZnO-based inks printing reported in
this review.

Printing Techniques
Printable
Viscosity
(mPa·s)

Surface
Tension
(mN/m)

Lateral
Resolution

(µm)

Typical
Thickness

(µm)

Printing
Speed
(mm/s)

Printed
Area
(cm2)

Screen printing >102 >101 101–103 1–102 10–101 1–104

Gravure printing >102 >101 101–103 1–102 10–101 1–104

Flexographic printing >102 >101 101–103 1–102 10–101 1–104

3D printing >102 >101 101–104 >101 10–102 1–104

Inkjet printing 1–10 1–101 1–102 10-1–10 1–10 1–102

Dip Pen Nanolithography 1–10 1–101 10−2–10 10−3–10−2 <0.1 <1

3. Zinc-Based Materials: Towards New Rational Synthesis

ZnO Synthesis Approaches

ZnO synthesis can be carried out by physical, wet chemistry, or biological approaches. For the
development of ZnO inks, wet-chemistry based synthetic approaches are the most common [75–78].
Typically, ZnO NPs are synthesized by direct precipitation method using water-soluble zinc salts,
such as zinc nitrate or zinc acetate, and alkaline agents, such as NaOH or KOH, as precursors. Usually,
the result of the synthesis consists in the formation of a precipitate that is afterwards washed and
calcined (400–500 ◦C) to obtain ZnO NPs with the desired morphology and crystallinity characteristics.
A typical example of reaction used for the synthesis of ZnO NPs starting from zinc acetate precursor in
the presence of a basic amine is the following:

Zn(CH3COO)2→ Zn2+ + 2 CH3COO−

R-NH2 + H2O→ R-NH3
+ + OH−

Zn2+ + 2 OH−→ Zn(OH)2→ ZnO + H2O

Conversely, the synthesis of ZnO 1D materials by wet-chemistry is more challenging, especially as
concerns their application in electronics, as well as their full integration into devices. In fact, conventional
wet-chemistry synthetic methods for ZnO nanowires (NWs) typically lead to poor reproducibility,
low density, and low length (few microns) [79]. A typical growth of ZnO in an equimolar zinc
nitrate–hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) solution, as discussed in detail by Zainelabdin et al. [79],
involves the reactions:

(CH2)6N4 + 6H2O→ 4NH3 + 6HCHO

NH3 + H2O→ OH− + NH4
+

Zn2+ + 2OH−� Zn(OH)2 ↓

Zn(OH)2 → ZnO + H2O

The role of HMTA is to decompose into ammonium ions, that can complex Zn ions (which are
provided by the water-soluble zinc salt), and into OH−, that drive the formation of zinc hydroxides,
and finally zinc oxide [22]. A detailed analysis of the solution chemical speciation of these precursors in
presence of an aluminum substrate to form Zn/Al(NO−3 ) layered double hydroxides was discussed in a
paper by some of the present authors [80]. In a previous work, our group reported on a wet-chemistry
fabrication method of ZnO NWs conceived by means of a rational design [81–83]. Numerical modelling
was employed to find the optimal concentration of ethylenediamine (EDA), a zinc-binding molecule
that permits to grow thin NWs at alkaline pHs and in presence of chloride ions to favor the stabilization
of top-face of NWs. Notably, EDA is produced by the less harmful monoethanolamine (MEA).
More specifically, as shown in Scheme 1, in the nutrient growth solution, Zn ions form complex species
with ligands (i.e., ZnL, in which L is a generic zinc ligand molecule), which, in turn, can form a complex
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with the alcohol through association with one of the two unshared pairs of electrons of the oxygen atom
(1), thus increasing the possibility that a good nucleophile, like ammonia, can displace the hydroxyl
leaving group and forms EDA (2, and 3). Finally, the hydroxylated form of zinc complex gives back
the initial ZnL specie (4) (see Scheme 1). The EDA formed in situ can modify the speciation of zinc in
the nutrient growth solution employed for the synthesis of ZnO NWs (see Figure 9) by producing at
pH 8.9–9 the species [Zn(EDA)2]2+ which is able to control the precipitation of ZnO by slowing down
the homogenous growth in solution, and favoring the growth of ZnO NWs. This approach permits
ZnO NWs to be produced with densities >8/µm2, record length (>15 µm), and aspect ratio (>200) onto
flexible substrates.
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Scheme 1. Formation of ethylenediamine (EDA) from monoethanolamine (MEA) in the presence of
zinc ions forming complex species.

The synthesis routes reported above briefly account for the preparation of ZnO NPs and NWs,
which are commonly used for ZnO inks based on the stable dispersion of ZnO nanomaterials. However,
as far as inkjet printing is concerned, possible agglomeration of particles in the ink may cause clogging
of the nozzles, thereby limiting the choice of particle size and nozzle diameter as well as that of ink
concentration and viscosity [3,84]. In order to mitigate NP agglomeration, ink mixtures are often
constantly agitated or surfactants are added to maintain the particles in dispersion. As an effective
alternative to overcome such drawbacks, a different approach can be adopted. This consists in printing
solution-based precursors containing zinc salts (e.g., zinc acetate and zinc nitrate), to obtain ZnO
precursor patterning instead of printing already formed ZnO NPs. In this regard, in the same year
Lloyd et al. [85] and Kwon et al. [86] reported on flexographic printing and inkjet printing, respectively,
of Zn acetate precursor ink patterns to achieve selective hydrothermal ZnO local growth. In more recent
works, Güell et al. [87] and Zhang et al. [88] reported on spatially controlled growth of ZnO nanowires
and nanorods, respectively, by printing Zn precursor inks based on zinc nitrate. In all cases, thermal
decomposition of the dried Zn precursors was leveraged to form a seed layer of ZnO nanocrystals for
the growth of ZnO NWs [89]. Zinc acetate decomposition is a multistep process, as comprehensively
reported in previous works [90,91]. Briefly, after dehydration, anhydrous zinc acetate decomposes at a
temperature of about 237 ◦C to form basic zinc acetate from the loss of acetic anhydride:

4Zn(CH3COO)2
237 C
→ Zn4o(CH3COO)6 + (CH3CO)2O

Above 300 ◦C (300–330 ◦C) basic zinc acetate decomposes to its oxide due to decarboxylation, leading
to the formation of Zn nanocrystallites:

Zn4O(CH3COO)6
300 C
→ 4ZnO + 3CH3COCH3 + 3CO2
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Thermal decomposition of zinc nitrate based precursor inks to form ZnO NP seeds can be more simply
summarized as follows [91]:

2Zn(NO3)2
t C
→ 2ZnO + 4ZnO + NO2 ↑ +O2 ↑

In Reference [87] this reaction was completed at 450 ◦C to form ZnO nanocrystallites.
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and (c) Combined effects of EDA and chloride ions concentration on the degree of supersaturation.
Reprinted from Reference [82], Copyright (2018), with permission from Elsevier.

4. ZnO-Based Screen-Printed Devices

Screen printing, due to its large processing capability and high throughput, is vastly used for the
production of low-cost and sustainable electronic devices, such as transistors, solar cells, varistors,
sensors, etc. Ismail et al. studied the structural properties of screen-printed ZnO thick films on glass
followed by annealing [92]. Inks were formulated from ZnO and zinc chloride powder mix with
the addition of propylene glycol as a binder, while the viscosity was adjusted by paraffin. Printed
films were reported to have granular porous morphology, with roughness within 100–200 nm, and no
specific crystallographic orientation. It is believed that the grain size and pores of the films affected
electrical properties. Suchat et al. compared ZnO screen-printed films with films obtained by spray
pyrolysis [93]. The screen-printed ZnO thin films showed an amorphous morphology and low
percentage of transmittance in the visible range and slightly higher sheet resistance in comparison to
films obtained by spray pyrolysis (about 100 Ω square−1 vs. 90 Ω square−1). These findings clearly
paved the way for the use of screen-printed films in solar cells and sensing applications. Indeed,
Zargar et al. demonstrated an example of using a ZnO ink to print films for antireflection coating of
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solar cells [94]. They used an ink formulated with ZnO powder and ZnCl2, with ethylene glycol as a
binder. X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) characterizations revealed that
the printed films, annealed at 550 ◦C, had a polycrystalline structure and consisted of agglomeration
of small crystallites to form spindle-, dumb bell-, and cuboidal-shaped particles and fused clusters.
The dark direct current (DC) conductivity measurements detected a significant activation energy of
0.27 eV, suggesting that the conduction process of charge carriers was thermally activated. Hence,
screen-printed films were suitable for optoelectronc devices and solar cells. Sarkar et al. investigated
the use of diblock copolymers in ink formulation, in order to direct the shape and morphology of metal
oxide nanostructures in thin films, where the sol–gel-based metal oxide formation was combined with
the assembly of hydrophilic metal oxide precursor sols within the hydrophilic domain of self-assembled
amphiphilic diblock copolymer mesophases [95]. They further investigated this approach in order to
obtain several-micron-thick films containing tailored ZnO nanostructures required for dye-sensitized
solar cell (DSSC) applications [96]. In their work, the sol–gel solution was first used to synthesize
ZnO NPs of different sizes, which were then used to prepare the screen-printing paste containing
poly(styrene-block-ethylene oxide) polymers. The ZnO nanoparticles were presynthesized by a sol-gel
route and then added to the pastes for screen printing at different weight fractions of the ZnO precursor
and characterized by XRD, optical microscopy and SEM, revealing their crystallinity and granular
morphology (see Figure 10). Subsequently, the authors leveraged the screen-printed ZnO prepared
films for preparing dyes sensitized solar cells with good performances, in particular obtaining a power
conversion efficiency of 0.71% for a single printed layer containing 0.075% of zinc precursors.

Such a formulation approach allows screen printing for DSSC production, and can also be
extended to other inorganic semiconducting materials that follow the diblock-copolymer-assisted
sol–gel synthesis approach. One of the main challenges of screen-printing is to obtain good compaction
of the films. To improve the film compaction De La Rubia Lopez suggested preparing inks from the
mixture of 60% powder by 95.5 mol% ZnO, 1.5 mol% Sb2O3 (or Zn7Sb2O12 orthorhombic spinel phase.),
0.5 mol% Bi2O3 (or Bi38ZnO58 sillenite phase), 0.5 mol% Co3O4, 1.25 mol% NiO, and 0.75 mol% MnO,
with 40 wt.% of organic vehicle, comprising terpineol, ethylcellulose, and [2-(2-butoxi-etoxi-ethyl)] [97].
They showed that inks with spinel and sillenite phase produced thick films with high density exhibiting
varistor properties with good electrical response after being annealed at 900 ◦C, whereas annealing at
higher temperatures led to Bi volatilization and its removal from the varistor microstructure due to
high area-volume ratio.

Electrolyte-gated transistors (EGTs) have attracted great interest for flexible electronics and
biosensing applications over the last decade because of the large capacitance of the electrolyte,
which allows charge accumulation into the semiconductor at low gate-source voltages, and high
sensitivity to the ionic species that may contact or exist in the electrolyte. Carvalho et al. demonstrated
fully printed and flexible EGTs on paper and glass, based on an interconnected ZnO nanoparticle
matrix, arranged in a staggered-top gate architecture [98]. In their work, ethyl cellulose (EC) was
empoyed as a binder in the developed ink to disperse ZnOs, thereby providing the necessary rheological
properties for screen printing and good layer formation at a maximum annealing temperature of 150 ◦C.
These devices exhibit low operation voltages, with a subthreshold slope of 0.21 V dec−1, a turn-on
voltage of 1.90 V, saturation mobility of 0.07 cm2 V−1 s−1, and an Ion/Ioff ratio of more than three orders
of magnitude. Further investigation into sustainable and eco-friendly ink formulations may allow
fabrication of electrolyte gating for transistor-based technology. Nanostructured ZnO is also a known
as a chemoresistive and ultraviolet (UV) light-sensing material [99,100]. Recently, Manjunath et al.
suggested preparation of thixotropic pastes by mixing solution combustion synthesized ZnO powder
as a functional material with a Na-carboxy-methyl cellulose binder in water, in order to fabricate a gas
sensor for ammonia, ethanol, Cl2, H2S, and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) [101]. They revealed that
non-stoichiometric, phase pure, and adhered thick films with optical band gap around 3.17–3.25 eV
conferred gas sensing properties due to the recombination of electron–hole pairs at intrinsic defects.
ZnO films obtained from glycine-fuel system showed a high response to UV irradiation for exposing
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time of 90 s, and exhibited good gas sensitivity of ~8, 5, 3, and 10 at operating temperatures of 50, 100,
200, and 100 ◦C while being exposed to 100 ppm of NH3, C2H5OH, Cl2, and 50 ppm of H2S, respectively,
with faster response and recovery speed. In turn, high sensitivity of ~6 was obtained with 100 ppm of
LPG at 350 ◦C in ZnO films from citric acid fuel-system. Such results clearly indicate that dual-function
sensors can be fabricated by carefully tailoring the ZnO ink formulation. Another example of a
screen-printed UV photodetector was demonstrated by Figueira et al. by screen printing ink using
ethylcellulose as a binder and 80:20 toluene/ethanol solution as a solvent [102]. Films were printed onto
a flexible cork sheet substrate into top-electrode architecture using mild temperatures. Such devices
allowed for a fast response to UV irradiation, with a τrise < 5 s and τfall < 2 s, which remained stable for
more than one month without any encapsulation or special storage conditions. The findings suggest
that eco-friendly ink combined with low-cost and sustainable cork substrate represents great potential
for wearable applications.Crystals 2020, 10, x 15 of 36 
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5. ZnO-Based Gravure and Flexographic Printed Devices

Some reports have investigated the possibility to realize ZnO thin films by gravure printing
for applications in organic solar cells (OSCs). In this regard, Vilkman et al. [103] developed a ZnO
nanoparticle ink that could be used as a hole-blocking layer in inverted P3HT:PCBM OSCs. The authors
demonstrate the possibility to achieve a good power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 2.9%. In an
excellent work, Zhang et al. used gravure printing [104] to deposit high-quality ZnO thin film as the
electron transport layer (ETL) for P3HT:PCBM-based and PTB7-Th:PC71BM-based inverted OSCs.
They optimized the ZnO film deposition by gravure printing by tuning the web tension and the
printing parameters (the web speed is fixed at 0.2 m/min, and the printing roller speed is controlled at
specified values between 0.6 and 2.4). The authors found that it was possible to obtain a very uniform
thin film (about 50 nm in thickness) by increasing the printing roller speed up to 2.4. The PCE of the
resulting P3HT:PCBM-based device is similar to the spin-coated ZnO thin film as the ETL, being 2.4%
and 2.8%, respectively.

Some applications of flexographic printed ZnO devices can be found in the field of sensors.
In particular, Lloyd et al. [85] used flexographic printing to deposit zinc acetate precursors on
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silicon/polyamide substrates to form ZnO seeds for the growth of ZnO NWs by wet chemistry.
Importantly, the authors demonstrated the possibility to achieve printable line of <60 µm in width.
The resulting ZnO NWs (diameter between 40 and 60 nm) were characterized by energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy and using XRD, showing a 1:1 (zinc to oxygen) stoichiometric ratio and a remarkable
c-axis crystal orientation, highlighting the high-quality crystalline structure. The authors leveraged
these interfaces for the realization of a resistive sensor for oxygen. A more insightful application in
the field of sensing was provided in the study of Assaifan et al. [105] who developed non-faradaic
biosensors based on electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) to detect the pp65-antigen of
the human cytomegalovirus. The authors optimized the fabrication of a ZnO nanotexturing of
the film surface through a 150 ◦C drying process between multiple prints of zinc acetate precursor.
They characterized the obtained films by a series of techniques (XRD, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), SEM, and AFM) to verify the conversion to ZnO. The ZnO surface was functionalized with
antibody for the pp65-antigen by standard (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES)/ glutaraldehyde
chemistry, finally obtaining a low limit of detection of 5 pg/mL (see Figure 11).
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fabrication, and of the functionalization steps (b) covalent linkage of (APTES) to ZnO, (c) modification
of APTES layer with glutaraldehyde, (d) antibodies linkage via aldehyde groups of glutaraldehyde.
(e) Biosensor pp65-antigen sensing recorded in presence/absences of pp65-antigen in phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS) at 50 mHz (i) change in capacitance and (ii) change in phase. Reprinted with permission
from Reference [105]; Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.

6. ZnO-Based Formulations for 3D Printing

Three-dimensional printing methodologies have also been applied for the direct fabrication
of ZnO-based structures at the micronscale. Tubìo et al. designed ZnO inks suitable for such
deposition techniques [106] by combining ZnO powder (0.7 microns size) 44–52 wt%, ammonium salt
of poly(acrylic acid)(PAA) (Darvan 821A) 2 wt%, a viscosifier agent (hydroxypropyl methylcellulose,
HPMC) 0.074 wt%, a gelation agent poly(ethylenimine, PEI, MW = 2000) 0.1 wt%. The authors found
that the additives allowed to stabilize the ink against sedimentation. They characterized the ink
rheology, highlighting a remarkable pseudoplastic behavior in accordance with the power-law model
(shear-thinning) behavior, in which the apparent viscosity decreases with the increasing of the shear
rate. The inks had excellent printing characteristics for the 3D printing process, as they could realize
uniform and well-shaped lattices, resulting from the high quality of the ZnO ink (48 vol%). A further
improvement of the mechanical strength was obtained by sintering the structures at temperatures
between 900 ◦C and 1500 ◦C, reaching a compressive strength up to 11.09 MPa. In a more recent report,
Som et al. developed a 3D-printed architecture reporting on ZnO-based hierarchical structures for
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enhanced photocatalytic performance [107]. They formulated a ZnO ink based on 20-40 nm sized
ZnO NPs. These were combined for obtaining mixture of 50 wt% ZnO NPs (20–40 nm size) and
50 wt% ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene). After sonication, the resulting resin was used to make
the filament for 3D printer using an extruder at 210 ◦C. After that, they used the fused deposition
modelling to obtain a 3D-backbone structure by using the extruded filament. In the subsequent steps,
ZnO NPs were dip-coated on the 3D-backbone in order to produce a seed layer that was subsequently
used to synthesize ZnO nanorods (NRs) or ZnO nanoflowers (NFs). The synthesized structures were
then characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and XRD, and their photocatalytic
properties were tested by degradation of the organic pollutant methylene blue, which was monitored
by ultraviolet–visible (UV–Vis) spectroscopy. Intriguingly, Som et al. observed that the methylene blue
dye solution was most rapidly degraded by the ZnO NF hierarchical structure on the 3D-backbone
(methylene blue was completely decomposed after about 120 min), in comparison to the ZnO NRs,
as more reactive photocatalytic performance is related to a large active area which allows for a more
activated photocatalytic reaction (see Figure 12).
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ZnO) and ZnO-NFs hierarchical structure on the 3D-backbone. Degradation of methylene blue (MB)
dye solution. (c) Ultraviolet–visible (UV–Vis) absorption of MB photodegraded by ZnO (i) NPs, (ii) NRs,
and (iii) NFs on 3D-backbones. (d) Graphs showing the (i) kinetics of methylene blue degradation
and (ii) pseudo-first order rate constants of time. The photographs in (iii) show the MB degradation
by ZnO-NFs on the 3D backbone. Reproduced with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry,
from Reference [107]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
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7. ZnO-Based Formulations for Inkjet Printing and Related Devices

Inkjet printing represents among the most investigated printing approaches and, in fact, many
studies deal with the application of this technique for the fabrication of a wide plethora of devices.
Some recent studies have reported on inkjettable ZnO-based formulations, and fabrication of patterned
ZnO films onto solid surfaces. In this regard, it is important to cite the in depth investigation
of the physicochemical parameters governing the jettability of ZnO based inks carried out by
Sharma et al. [108]. They showed a robust synthesis method by a top-down wet milling route
to obtain ZnO NPs in the range comprised between 75 nm and 150 nm. Subsequently, they tested the
jettability of different ZnO inks based on mixtures with glycerol and ethyleneglycol, thereby finding
optimal values for inks based on ethyleneglycol that were characterized by a Z-number between 1 and
10. These inks also showed good colloidal stability against sedimentation up to a month.

Similarly, Gebauer et al. developed inkjettable inks for metal oxide NPs (ZnO, TiO2, CuO,
SnO2, and In2O3), with high crystallinity and narrow size distribution, fabricated by chemical vapor
synthesis [109]. These NPs were stable (maintaining their lateral size constant at about 20–40 nm) for
about 200 days in ethyleneglycol; their stability was also confirmed by DLVO simulations. The resulting
ZnO ink was printable by a commercial inkjet printer device onto Kapton and silicon surfaces. Another
interesting example is from Suganthi et al. [110]. They prepared ZnO NPs by precipitation (particle sizes
ranging from 15 nm to 40 nm). The particles were then used to prepare inks based on ethyeleneglycol.
The minimum concentration of ZnO NPs to obtain continuous films was equal to 4%. Interestingly,
they observed that the ink viscosity was decreased by the presence of the ZnO NPs, as a result of the
formation of hydrogen bonds between the NPs and the glycol molecules, and disturbance in the native
hydrogen bonding network of glycol. Research has also focused on printing ZnO seeds by using soluble
precursors constituted by zinc acetate, or directly by ZnO NPs. Both methods allowed to achieve
seed layers usable for the subsequent synthesis of ZnO NWs. For example, Kitsomboonloha et al. [91]
produced inkjet-printed spots containing patterned zinc acetate precursors that were converted into
ZnO crystallites which, in turn, permitted the growth of ZnO NWs in a bath containing zinc acetate and
HMTA. The authors demonstrated the possibility to control the width (0.1–1 µm) and the length (up to
10 µm) of the ZnO NWs simply by tuning the concentration of the zinc acetate precursor (0.1–1 M)
and the reaction time (up to 20 hours). Kwon et al. [86] characterized the effect of temperature on
the size of printed seed layer spots of zinc acetate grown onto silicon or glass wafers. They observed
that the substrate heating (room temperature, 30 ◦C, 40 ◦C, 50 ◦C, 60 ◦C, and 70 ◦C) permits the
drying rate to accelerate, and increases the contact line receding rate. The receding contact line
leads to a smaller pattern that, in turn, leads to a reduced size of the grown ZnO nanowire array
(1 to 3 µm, with 100 to 150 nm in diameter). Alongside the control on the lateral size of the seed
layer, the authors demonstrated preliminary applications as n-type accumulation device and UV
sensor. Tsangarides et al. used zinc acetate seed printing to produce ZnO NWs (2–4 µm in height, and
300–600 nm in width) onto silicon surface. They demonstrated the possibility to finely control the
thermocapillary effects by increasing the temperature of the substrate during inkjet printing up to
60 ◦C, finally allowing the uniform coverage of the printed spots or of continuous printed lines [111].

Many reports also show the possibility to directly formulate ZnO NP inks. For instance, Ko et al.
demonstrated the possibility to print ZnO NP dispersions onto flexible substrates [112], in order
to produce a low-temperature (<95 ◦C) process for the growth of high-aspect ratio NWs (>100).
Precisely controlled patterns at the micronscale were obtained by Laurenti et al. who compared
photolithography and inkjet printing [113] for the ZnO seed layer patterning. Intriguingly, they found
that in both cases well-aligned ZnO NWs with hexagonal section were grown. The XRD measurements
showed that highly c-axis oriented NWs were obtained on both kinds of patterned seeded substrates.
However, Raman spectroscopy revealed that the NWs grown on the inkjetted seeds had more defects
in comparison to those grown on the seed layer patterned by photolithography. The authors ascribed
this result to the lower thickness of the seed layer at the borders of the patterned areas. Güell et al. [87]
compared the crystal quality of ZnO NWs grown by a catalyst-free vapor–solid (VS) process at 900 ◦C
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onto Si or SiO2/Si substrates seeded with ZnO thin films prepared by conventional reactive sputtering
or inkjet-printed patterned precursor islands. By means of high-resolution TEM (HRTEM), Raman, and
microphotoluminescence characterizations, they demonstrated that the ZnO NWs by the inkjet-printed
islands had a better quality in comparison to those obtained on the thin film seeding layer. In particular,
the three techniques consistently indicated a reduced structural quality and a more pronounced tensile
stress for the NWs grown on the thin film seeding layer, with the Zn precursor islands being more
effective seeds in promoting the growth of strain-free ZnO NWs. As a matter of fact, a worsening of
the crystal quality is expected as the thickness of the seeding film is reduced [113,114], and we can
reasonably guess that the differences reported by Güell and coworkers could be reasonably ascribed to
the very thin (about 150 nm in thickness) ZnO sputtered seed film. Sun et al. characterized the effect
of the temperature of the receiving indium tin oxide (ITO) substrate on the morphology of the ZnO
NWs grown onto printed zinc acetate ink seed layer [115]. At high temperatures (60 ◦C), the resulting
seed layer was homogeneous, whereas lower temperatures (20–40 ◦C) triggered coffee ring effects.
Interestingly, the ZnO NWs grown on the homogeneous seed layer exhibited a higher field emission
property, showing a lower turn-on field (Eto = 3.6 V/µm) than those with coffee rings (Eto = 4.7 V/µm),
where Eto is defined as the field at the emission current density of 10 µA/cm2. The authors explained
this effect as a consequence of the redistribution of the seed layer grains on the printed spot.

A recently intriguing example of the versatility of inkjet printing of ZnO inks has been shown
by Cook et al. [116], who prepared a colloidal ZnO quantum dots (QDs) ink suitable to be printed
onto graphene films deposited by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grown on Si/SiO2. The result
was a pixelated photodetector that was characterized at different wavelengths in the ultraviolet−
visible− near-infrared spectra, obtaining a remarkable responsivity of 97.5 A/W (24.4 A/W·V), and an
external quantum efficiency (EQE) of 35580%. The authors compared these devices with the standard
ZnO/PbS/graphene tandem structure, and observed that the pixelated inkjet-printed photoconductor
ZnO showed higher responsivity and faster response time in comparison to the standard tandem
technology. They ascribed this result to the inefficient charge transfer between different QD layers
in the standard tandem structure. In addition, a great advantage of the inkjet-printed systems is the
lower cost of fabrication, along with the compatibility to current conventional complementary metal
oxide semiconductor devices (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Inkjet-printed ZnO-based photodetectors. (a) Schematic representation of printing of ZnO
quantum dots (QDs), PbS QDs, and FeS2 NCs on graphene channels confined by Au electrodes on
SiO2 (500 nm)/Si substrates. (b) Photoresponsivity as a function of power is depicted in (i), (ii), and
(iii) along with the normalized spectral curve shown in (iv). As evident, the best performances were
obtained by the ZnO-based QDs. Reprinted from ref. [116] Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

ZnO-based inks can be leveraged also for important applications in the field of strain sensors, given
the outstanding piezoelectrical properties of the ZnO NPs [117], which have also been very recently
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used in inkjet printed graphene-cellulose electrodes [118]. For instance, Hassan et al. [119] investigated
upon the realization of graphene flakes/ZnO composite inks to be inkjetted onto a micro-random
ridged-type polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate. They leveraged the microridges on the PDMS
to fabricate the cracks that are needed to produce the piezoresistive effect in the composite material.
Interestingly, they observed that the optimal sensitivity of the resulting strain sensor was obtained at
a graphene flakes/ZnO NPs ratio equal to 1:0.5, as a result of the optimal composite morphology at
the micronscale. The strain sensor was characterized as a wearable bending sensor for finger motion
detection (Figure 14). In a more recent work, Gardner et al. engineered an Al-doped ZnO (AZO)
inkjet-printed piezoelectric field-effect transistor (FET) array to realize a pressure gradient mapping
device. Albeit not providing details about the ZnO ink, they thoroughly characterized the pressure
sensor [120], and discovered that it exhibited a linear I-V curve, indicating that each node acts as a
resistor in absence of mechanical strain. The application of strain imposed an increase of current,
that was quantified to be in the tenths of nA, and by gradually increasing the pressure the current
grew proportionally.
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Figure 14. Applications in strain sensors (a) Schematic representation of the fabrication steps for the
ZnO/PDMS strain sensor. (b) Schematic explanation of the phenomenon that shows the tracks to remain
conductive for large deformations under 0%, 10%, 20%, and 30% stretching. (c) Schematic explanations
of the active layer over substrate with roughness of r = 0.34. On stretching, the gap changing between
graphene flakes are increased, and then the electrical resistance of composite film is also increased.
(d) Current-Voltage curves under bending with different diameters of strain sensor. (e) I-V curves
under different stretching. Reprinted from Ref. [119] Copyright (2018), with permission from Elsevier.

For many years, ZnO has also proven of paramount importance as an effective platform for
chemical sensing and UV radiation detection, and, in turn, many applications based on ZnO inkjet
printing have been triggered in these fields. In a seminal work by Shen et al. [121] ZnO inks were
prepared by sol-gel techniques and were printed using a commercial printer to fabricate gas-sensing thin
films. Interestingly, they found that by changing the film thickness (i.e., the number print repetitions),
the film morphology and electrical properties could be changed. Similarly, the effect of Pd, Ag, and
ZrO2 dopant inks on resistivity and sensitivity was evaluated. Response curves were measured to
180 ppm acetone vapor at operating temperatures between 300 ◦C and 450 ◦C. For all the evaluated
dopants, the measured sensitivity was more than doubled with respect to the non-doped printed ZnO
thin films, with the maximum effect observed if the dopant ink was printed over the pure ZnO thin
film. A gas-sensing platform to oxidizing gases (namely, NO2) based on ZnO NRs selectively grown
on a well-defined inkjet patterned seed layer was developed by Chang et al. [122]. The fabricated gas
sensor could respond to 750 ppb NO2 at 100 ◦C. A colloid ZnO NP solution served as the seed solution,
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inkjet printed by a custom-made inkjet deposition apparatus. A vertical jetting trajectory and straight
ligament were achieved by adding 1% surfactant, and the resulting surface tension and viscosity of the
seed solution were 22 mN/m and 1.1 cps, respectively. In a further work, Ryzhikov et al. [123] reported
on improved tunable gas-sensing selectivity to different reduction gases (namely, CO, C3H8, and
NH3) by means of ZnO thin films featuring different morphologies, printed with ZnO inks containing
NRs, isotropic NPs, or cloud-like (CL) structures synthetized by an organometallic route. In the
challenging field of chemosensors for NH3 diagnostic of breath analysis, Wu et al. [124] very recently
formulated a graphene-ZnO functional ink for the development of a sensing platform integrated
onto miniaturized complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) microhotplates (µHPs) via
inkjet printing. ZnO and graphene synergistically contribute to an amplified responsivity compared
to that by pure ZnO. Inkjet deposition provided a high-precision, material-efficient, and scalable
technique, as well as excellent device-to-device reproducibility. The authors optimized active material
and ink formulation, and developed an unprecedented temperature modulation algorithm which
allowed to outperform conventional NH3 sensors in many aspects such as reproducibility, performance,
power consumption, recovery time, and responsivity. Graphene-ZnO inks with different graphene
loadings were directly printed onto the Au interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) of the CMOS µHPs
(Figure 15a,b). Interestingly, polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) was used to both improve liquid-phase
exfoliation (LPE) and stabilization of the ink precursors, and it also improved wetting and jetting
properties of the inks. In order to remove PVP after deposition, the graphene-ZnO films on the
µHPs were annealed at 400 ◦C for 2 h in Ar atmosphere. SEM images showed that film morphology
significantly changed after annealing, with enhanced areas of exposure for the ZnO NPs and LPE
graphene flakes. Device response to NH3 was dramatically enhanced by means of a temperature
modulation scheme, showing (in pure NH3) responsivity of 1500% at 10 ppm, sensitivity of 125%/ppm,
almost zeroed baseline drift, fast response and recovery times (τres of 28 s and τrec of 43 s, respectively),
a signal to noise ratio of 5600, and excellent reproducibility (Figure 15c). Another important application
of inkjet-printed ZnO based chemical sensors is by Beduk et al. [125], who developed a paper-based
all inkjet-printed poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS)/ZnO sol-gel
hydrazine sensor. They printed three layers of PEDOT:PSS on commercial paper, followed by two
layers of ZnO sol-gel, and finally one layer of Nafion to encapsulate the sensing area (Figure 15d).
ZnO treatment enhanced surface area by increasing roughness (Figure 15e). The crystallinity of the
ZnO layer was demonstrated by XRD analysis of the ZnO modified PEDOT-PSS electrode (Figure 15f).
The sensitivity toward hydrazine was measured by cyclic voltammetry (CV) (Figure 15g) as well as
chronoamperometry. The authors demonstrate that the presence of ZnO NPs significantly improved
sensing stability, selectivity, and reproducibility.

As far as the fabrication of UV photodetectors based on printed ZnO ink formulations is concerned,
in the last decade different approaches have been proposed to improve detector performance, as well
as integration on flexible substrates. In particular, some intriguing studies reported on enhanced
photoresponse of inkjetted ZnO thin films by embedding other NPs to improve interfacial charge
transfer. Wu and coworkers [126] demonstrated that the photoconductivity of ZnO NP thin films
fabricated by DOD inkjet printing (treated at 400 ◦C to achieve crystallization) and then capped with CdS
NPs, was improved by three orders of magnitude under UV irradiation, with respect to the pure ZnO
film (Figure 16a–d). The decay time was also reduced to ~4 ms. Capping with CdS, whose deposition
followed inkjet printing of ZnO NPs, suppressed passivation of the ZnO film and improved interfacial
charge transfer, thereby reducing carrier recombination. More recently, Cook et al. [127] enhanced
interfacial charge transfer by leveraging a nanocomposite ink formed by graphene nanoplatelets
(GnP) incorporated in a ZnO precursor (ZnOPr) solution to print UV photodetectors. A network of
bulk heterojunctions of ZnO/ GnP was then formed during the ZnO crystallization process in the
post-annealing after inkjet printing. An UV responsivity of 2.2 A/W (incident UV power of 2.2 µW, 5 V
bias) was achieved at the optical GnP concentration of 20 mM. In a previous work, Cook et al. [128] also
reported on a nanocomposite ink formulated with ZnOPr and crystalline ZnO QDs, which allowed
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for inkjet printing of high-performance photodetectors exhibiting UV responsivity of 383.6 A/W and
on/off ratio of 2470. The embedded QDs promoted both nanoporous structure of the ZnO printed film
with improved crystallinity, thereby reducing the growth of defects and impurities.
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Figure 15. Applications in chemosensors. (a) Schematic representation of the graphene-ZnO inkjet
printing deposition process over multiple CMOS µHPs. (b) Optical micrograph of a single inkjet-printed
device (scale bar 200 µm), and magnification of the graphene-ZnO NP film over the Au interdigitated
electrodes (IDEs, scale bar 20 µm) (left panel); scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the
graphene-ZnO composite film before and after thermal annealing (right panel). (c) Device response
curves by the temperature-modulation scheme upon nine pure NH3 injection cycles (10, 4, and 2 ppm)
(3 wt% graphene sample, ZG-3). Reprinted from reference [124] under a Creative Commons Attribution
4.0 International License. (d) All inkjet-printed PEDOT:PSS/ZnO sensor for hydrazine detection,
schematic structure. (e) AFM images of PEDOT:PSS/ZnO (left panel), and PEDOT:PSS (right panel)
electrode surfaces. (f) X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra of PEDOT:PSS/ZnO (red) and PEDOT:PSS
(black line) electrodes. (g) CV response of the PEDOT:PSS/ZnO electrode sensor in the presence of
different concentrations of hydrazine (0 mM to 5 mM). Reprinted from Reference [125], Copyright
(2020), with permission from Elsevier.

The mild conditions afforded by inkjet printing made it particularly suited for printing ZnO thin
film as an active layer in flexible substrates for UV radiation detection and monitoring [129,130]. In these
works all inkjet-printed flexible UV photodetector arrays were fabricated by patterning both conductive
material for electrodes (typically, Ag) and the ZnO NP active layer on flexible plastic substrates, such as
Kapton polyimide film [129] and polyethylene terephthalate (PET) [130]. Similar behavior upon UV
irradiation was reported, with light on/off ratio >103 and good reproducibility over long-term repeated
bending cycles. A different technological approach was proposed by Gupta et al. [131] who fabricated
all printed high-performance nanoporous ZnO UV detectors by aerosol-jet printing. In this process,
an aerosol gas stream containing the functional ink to be printed is focused to the surface by an inert
sheath gas, thus reducing the sprayover. Both Ag contacts and ZnO nanocrystals were printed over a
PET substrate forming the final detector array (Figure 16e). A relatively low temperature annealing
procedure at 150 ◦C in N2 atmosphere followed the material deposition to remove residual solvent,
which favourably made the developed methodology compatible with flexible, inexpensive substrates.
As demonstrated by SEM analysis, the ZnO film morphology was a well-connected polycrystalline
porous network with high surface to volume ratio (Figure 16f). The devices showed a light on/off ratio
as high as 106 and short response times (Figure 15g).
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inks for printed electronics [136,137]. Printed TFT devices based on inkjetted ZnO NPs have been 
reported in recent years. Liu et al. [138] followed a low-cost, mask-free approach to fabricate bottom-
gate, top-contact TFTs where both the gate dielectric and the active channel were ink-jet printed by 
using ZnO NP and poly(4-viylphenol) (PVP) polymer matrix-based inks, respectively. However, this 
device exhibited relatively poor performance, with a current on/off ratio of 4 × 101, a carrier mobility 
of 0.69 cm2/Vs, and a threshold voltage of 25.5 V. Better results were achieved by Lim et al. [139] who 
also reported on a bottom-gate n-channel ZnO TFT, where a ZnO suspension of nanorods was inkjet-
printed to pattern the ZnO active channel. They used a tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) silicon oxide 
(SiO2) by plasma-enhanced CVD (300 nm thick) for the gate dielectric. A smooth and uniform ZnO 
thin film was fabricated with a resolution of 200 dpi and using droplets of 50 μm diameter and 35 pL 
volume (Figure 17a). Interestingly the authors report on the beneficial effect of annealing treatment 
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Figure 16. Applications in ultraviolet (UV) photodetection. (a) Sketch of the energy diagram of the
CdS/ZnO nanocomposite indicating interfacial charge-transfer. (b) Top-view SEM micrograph of the
pure ZnO film (left panel) and of the CdS NP dip-coated film (right panel) (precursor of 0.0125 M
concentration, 5 dip cycles). (c) Current-voltage characteristics of CdS/ZnO film (CdS precursor
concentration of 0.0125 M, 5 dip cycles) under dark and UV irradiation conditions (black and red
symbols, respectively). (d) Photoresponse vs. time under UV irradiation “on” and “off” conditions
for the CdS capped ZnO device compared to pure ZnO film and CdS film (left panel; blue, red, and
black symbols, respectively). Magnification of the decay process for the CdS/ZnO nanocomposite
and ZnO films (right panel). Reprinted with permission from Reference [126]. Copyright 2010
American Chemical Society. (e) Schematic diagram of the aerosol jet deposition head as printing
the device architecture on the PET substrate: the conductive Ag contacts, and the ZnO active layer
(left panel). Optical image of the whole flexible substrate patterned with an array of printed thin film
ZnO photodetector elements (right panel). (f) Microscopic image of the device and SEM image of the
ZnO films at different magnifications. (g) Photocurrent vs. time under switched “on” and “off” 252 nm
UV light irradiation from printed photodetectors with porous and non-porous ZnO film. Reprinted
with permission from Reference [131]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.

ZnO NP inks have been leveraged for a number of applications in the field of inkjet printing
of electronic and optoelectronic devices, which has experienced a tremendous growth in the last
decades [132–134]. In particular, ink-jet printing has emerged as an attractive patterning approach
for various organic electronic materials, conducting NP solutions, UV-curable adhesives, and even
biomaterials such as DNA [132]. All-polymer thin-film transistor (TFT) circuits were successfully
demonstrated overcoming limitations in resolution of inkjet printing due to statistical variations of the
flight direction of droplets and their spreading on the substrate [135]. Thereafter, researchers reported
on inkjet printing of contacts and interconnects based on metal- and metal oxide-containing inks for
printed electronics [136,137]. Printed TFT devices based on inkjetted ZnO NPs have been reported
in recent years. Liu et al. [138] followed a low-cost, mask-free approach to fabricate bottom-gate,
top-contact TFTs where both the gate dielectric and the active channel were ink-jet printed by using
ZnO NP and poly(4-viylphenol) (PVP) polymer matrix-based inks, respectively. However, this device
exhibited relatively poor performance, with a current on/off ratio of 4 × 101, a carrier mobility of
0.69 cm2/Vs, and a threshold voltage of 25.5 V. Better results were achieved by Lim et al. [139] who also
reported on a bottom-gate n-channel ZnO TFT, where a ZnO suspension of nanorods was inkjet-printed
to pattern the ZnO active channel. They used a tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) silicon oxide (SiO2) by
plasma-enhanced CVD (300 nm thick) for the gate dielectric. A smooth and uniform ZnO thin film
was fabricated with a resolution of 200 dpi and using droplets of 50 µm diameter and 35 pL volume
(Figure 17a). Interestingly the authors report on the beneficial effect of annealing treatment (150 ◦C, 1 h)
which improved both film crystallinity and electrical performance (Figure 17b,c). The former exhibited
a marked predominance of the (002) diffraction peak (at around 34.4◦), thereby indicating a wurtzite
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crystalline structure with a preferential orientation along the c-axis for the annealed film. As for the
latter, the on/off current ratio, carrier mobility, and threshold voltage were 106, 3.03 cm2/Vs, and –3.3 V,
respectively. Significantly higher performance was reported for TFTs using inkjet-printed ZnO based
materials such as amorphous indium-gallium-zinc-oxide (a-IGZO) and amorphous indium zinc oxide
(a-IZO). In particular, high mobility ink-jet printed IGZO TFTs with bottom-gate architecture and
using a solution processed Sr-doped Al2O3 (SAO) gate dielectric were fabricated by Choi et al. [140],
and exhibited on/off ratio and saturation field-effect mobility as high as 2.5 × 106 and 30.7 cm2/Vs,
respectively. Behera et al. [141] demonstrated high performance printed a-IZO FETs with field-effect
mobility exceeding 27.5 cm2/Vs, well comparable to device mobility by inkjet printed a-IZO TFTs
reported in previous works [142,143].

Inkjet-printed ZnO has also been used to improve the performance of electronic devices as a
support material. For instance, n-type organic TFTs are usually very difficult to achieve, and perform
well below the p-type counterpart. This is mainly due to limited electronic injection between electrodes
and organic semiconductor. Taking advantage of the superior features offered by inkjet printing,
Roh et al. [144] demonstrated how the use of an inkjet-printed ZnO NP thin film as electron injection
layer in an all-solution processed n-type organic field-effect transistor (OFET) could overcome these
challenges; 2 wt% in density, ~1 cPs in viscosity ZnO NP ink was inkjet-printed onto Ag source and
drain electrodes, followed by annealing at 100 ◦C in N2 atmosphere. The printed ZnO acted as an
electrode-semiconductor interfacial layer, and the electrical performance of the engineered n-type OFET
was dramatically improved with respect to the same device with spin-coated ZnO, and, even more, to
that without the ZnO electron injection layer.

ZnO NP inks have also been leveraged by Muhammad et al. [145] for a novel, exciting application
in all printed resistive-memory devices. By means of an electrohydrodynamic inkjet printing process
at room temperature (RT) a 3 × 3 memristor array (i.e., a 9-bit memristor) was fabricated, based on
a metal-insulator-metal structure made of printed Ag and Cu crossbars (top and bottom electrodes,
respectively) and a ZnO nano-layer sandwiched between them (Figure 17d). A ZnO NP ink 10 wt.% in
NP concentration and 6.25 cps in viscosity was prepared, electrosprayed through a 410 µm in inner
diameter metallic nozzle over a 1 cm2 area over the bottom electrodes, and then sintered at 500 ◦C
for 5h. The authors report a thorough characterization procedure based on XRD, X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), and SEM techniques. In particular, the result of XPS analysis (Figure 17e) was that
the ZnO active layer of the memristor device, printed at room conditions, had a good purity, except for
some residuals (i.e., C peaks) from the acetate solution of the ink precursor. A composition of Zn:O:C
= 28:64:8 was estimated. The current-voltage measurements clearly revealed the typical memristive
hysteresis with a resistive switching phenomenon (Figure 17f), with an ON/OFF ratio relevant to the
bipolar resistive switching of 1 × 103, which was maintained with excellent reproducibility over the
evaluated 500 sweeps.

Ink-jet printing of ZnO inks is also being intriguingly applied in photovoltaics, and in
particular in the emerging field of organic solar cells (OSCs). Indeed, inkjet printing is increasingly
recognized as a very promising technique for industrial-scale production of OSCs due the
possibility of locally deposit small volumes of functional inks without a mask, low cost, simple
and environmentally friendly fabrication process, and the reduction of material wasting. It has
also proven effective in fabrication of all-inkjet-printed OSCs, which is an appealing perspective
for both industry and research. Due to the good electron mobility and the transparency in the
whole visible region, inkjet-printed ZnO has attracted a lot of interest as the ETL in conventional
as well as in the higher performance inverted polymer solar cell (PSCs), mostly based on the
widely preferred bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) structure with P3HT:PCBM blends as photoactive layer.
For instance, Jung et al. [146] demonstrated for the first time all-inkjet-printed, all-air-processed
OSCs with an average PCE of 2%, based on the structure glass substrate/PEDOT:PSS/ poly[N-9′

-heptadecanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4′,7′-di-2-thienyl-2′,1′,3′-benzothiadiazole)]:[6,6]-phenyl-C71-
butyric acid methyl ester (PCDTBT:PC70BM)/ZnO/Ag (Figure 18a–c). The ZnO NP layer served as
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ETL, as well as to protect the photoactive layer from the solvent of the Ag NP ink. A single nozzle
homebuilt inkjet printer with a piezoelectric MJ-A print head was used for OSC fabrication and the
active area of the single device was about 0.5 cm2. Interestingly, two types of ZnO nanoparticle inks
in methanol were synthetized, based on ZnO nanorods and ZnO quantum dots. Different PCEs of
2.05% and 0.76% were found for the all printed solar cells fabricated with ZnO QD and ZnO NR
inks, respectively. Although referred to structures whose printing process was not-fully optimized,
the surprisingly lower PCE exhibited by the ZnO NR-based OSC was reasonably ascribed to inefficient
ordering of printed ZnO NRs in the ETL causing a higher trap density. ZnO NPs synthetized by
hydrothermal condensation of Zn(acetate) were used by Eggenhuisen et al. [147] who reported on
larger area (>1 cm2) fully inkjet printed solar cells produced by an environmental friendly approach
avoiding the use of chlorinated solvent mixtures in the deposition of functional layers. OSCs with the
structure high-conductive (HC) PEDOT/ZnO NPs/photoactive layer/PEDOT were fabricated using an
industrial printhead and non-halogenated solvents only. Using P3HT:PC60BM as the photoactive layer,
an average PCE of 1.7% was achieved, which increased up to 4.1% when a more expensive ActivInk
PV2000 photoactive layer was employed. Further reports have demonstrated the use of inkjetted ZnO
NPs in higher-performance inverted PSCs.Crystals 2020, 10, x 25 of 36 
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as a very promising technique for industrial-scale production of OSCs due the possibility of locally 
deposit small volumes of functional inks without a mask, low cost, simple and environmentally 
friendly fabrication process, and the reduction of material wasting. It has also proven effective in 
fabrication of all-inkjet-printed OSCs, which is an appealing perspective for both industry and 
research. Due to the good electron mobility and the transparency in the whole visible region, inkjet-
printed ZnO has attracted a lot of interest as the ETL in conventional as well as in the higher 
performance inverted polymer solar cell (PSCs), mostly based on the widely preferred bulk-
heterojunction (BHJ) structure with P3HT:PCBM blends as photoactive layer. For instance, Jung et al. 
[146] demonstrated for the first time all-inkjet-printed, all-air-processed OSCs with an average PCE 
of 2%, based on the structure glass substrate/PEDOT:PSS/ poly[N-9′- heptadecanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-
5,5-(4′,7′-di-2-thienyl-2′,1′,3′-benzothiadiazole)]:[6,6]-phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester 

Figure 17. Applications in electronic devices. (a) Bottom-gate architecture of an inkjet printed ZnO
nanorod based thin-film transistor (TFT, upper panel), and optical micrograph of the device top-view.
(b) XRD patterns of the inkjet printed ZnO film, RT-dried (upper panel) and after annealing at 150 ◦C
for 1 h in oxygen. (c) Drain current – drain voltage characteristics of the ZnO nanorod based TFT
dried for 10 and 60 min (upper panels, left and right, respectively), and annealed at 150 ◦C for 10
and 60 min (lower panels, left and right, respectively). Reproduced from Reference [139] Copyright
(2014) The Japan Society of Applied Physics. (d) All inkjet printed ZnO NP based memristor device:
optical microscopy image of one memristive pixel (upper panel, scale bar 100 µm), and schematic
representation added to illustrate device elements (lower panel). (e) X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) analysis of a printed ZnO NP film. (f) Semi-log plot of current-voltage sweeps (1st, 100th, and
500th sweeps) from one of the 9 memristor pixels. The bistable memristive behavior with the resistive
switching to the low-resistance state (LRS) and to the high-resistance state (HRS) is indicated (sweep
direction is indicated by arrows). Reproduced from Reference [145]. Copyright (2013), with permission
from Elsevier.
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Figure 18. Applications in photovoltaics. (a) Device architecture and (b) schematic energy level
diagram of a Glass/PEDOT:PSS/PCDTBT:PC70BM/ZnO-NP/Ag all-inkjet-printed solar cell. (c) J-V
characteristics under illumination of the organic solar cells (OSCs) based on ZnO ETL fabricated
with ZnO quantum dots (left panel) and nanorods (right panel). The respective PCEs are indicated.
Reproduced with permission from Reference [146]. Copyright © 2014 WILEY-VCH. (d) Optical
micrographs of ZnO inkjet-printed films with 50 µm drop spacing using inks of viscosity (i) 2.07 cP,
(ii) 2.43 cP, (iii) 2.90 cP, and (iv) 4.70 cP. (e) Architecture of the inverted OSC device structure, and (f) J-V
characteristics under illumination of OSC devices with ink-jet printed P3HT:PC61BM blend active
layer, and ZnO ETL of different thickness. Reproduced from Reference [148]. Copyright (2016), with
permission from Elsevier.

A thorough investigation upon the mechanism of ink-jet printed ZnO film formation and the
influence of printing parameters on the film growth was reported by Singh et al. [148]. They studied
both the jetting behavior as a function of ink viscosity and the influence of surface treatment,
ink concentration, drop spacing, substrate temperature during printing, and annealing temperature.
Optimal parameters were a drop spacing of 40–50 µm and an ink viscosity of 4.70 cP, with the substrate
held at room temperature. The formation of continuous ZnO thin films with controlled thickness was
then demonstrated (Figure 18d). Investigations by AFM confirmed the nanocrystalline structure of
the films with different roughness (0.8 ± 0.1 nm, ZnO annealed at 175 ◦C; 1.2 ± 0.1 nm, ZnO annealed
at 250 ◦C). These results highlighted the fact that too high annealing temperature increased film
roughness, thereby reducing light transmission and leading to higher trap density. Inverted PSCs based
on printed ZnO films were fabricated with the structure Glass/ITO/ZnO/P3HT:PC61BM/MoO3/Ag
(Figure 18e,f), which showed a maximum PCE of ~3.5% for spin coated photoactive blend film on
printed ZnO, and 3.2% for the fully printed solar cell. In a further work, Sanchez et al. [149] reported
on inverted PSCs with the architecture ITO/inkjet-printed ZnO/PTB7-Th:PC70BM/V2O5/Ag with PCE
of 7.47%. The authors studied different recombination mechanisms in solar cells whose ZnO ETL was
made by inkjet printing, spin coating, and thermal evaporation, showing how the different deposition
approaches induce a variation of the band structure of the active layer deposited over the zinc oxide.
In another report, Ganesan et al. [150] prepared by inkjet printing ZnO ETL and P3HT:ICBA photoactive
blends in a Glass/ITO/ZnO/P3HT:ICBA/MoO3/Ag structure exhibiting a PCE of 4.7%.

8. ZnO-Based Nanolithography Printed Devices

ZnO inks have also been developed for printing by DPN. Herein, some examples of DPN
patterning of ZnO inks are shown, for applications in fields like printed electronics and chemical
sensing. The first step for ZnO deposition by DPN is the ink formulation. In fact, ZnO inks can
be prepared through a sol-gel synthesis starting from a zinc salt precursor in an alkaline solution,
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e.g., zinc acetate dihydrate (Zn(CH3OO)2·2H2O) in isopropyl alcohol and monoethanolamine [151].
Glycerol is generally introduced as cosolvent in order to tune the physicochemical properties of the
ink [152]. The resulting fluid can be deposited as liquid ink on virtually any kind of solid substrate.
However, in most cases an annealing step is required after the ZnO deposition, a technical aspect
which can lead to a limitation in terms of the possible materials to use as substrates. In particular,
some polymeric supports, but also ceramic and metallic materials, can be thermos-sensitive, or result
in being modified after curing. In order to overcome this limitation, a DPN-based protocol has
been developed, which involves a first step of ZnO ink patterning by DPN on glass, a substrate
stable even at high temperature. After annealing (500 ◦C) on glass, the ZnO pattern was physically
transferred on a polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) support by applying a 75 kPa pressure and heating
at 190 ◦C [151]. Alternatively, it is also possible to print by DPN colloidal suspensions of ZnO
nanostructures. For instance, S. Santra et al. deposited ZnO nanorods on a silicon on insulator
(SOI) CMOS micro electro mechanical system (MEMS) µHP substrate [153]. They demonstrated the
feasibility to use this system as a cheap sensor for ethanol detection and quantification in gaseous phase
(Figure 19). In particular, the measured resistance of the system is highly sensitive to the composition
of the gas mixture at the interface. Then, it was possible to detect the presence of ethanol at very low
concentration (25–1000 ppm). Noteworthy, this ZnO-based gas sensor showed that the resistance
measurement in this kind of setup is importantly affected by the relative humidity, a fundamental
aspect to take into account for real life application [153]. Other elongated ZnO nanostructures have
also been used for the fabrication of interesting devices by DPN. In particular, an n-type FET has
been developed exploiting the high spatial control in positioning ZnO pattern to a precision of a few
nanometers [154]. Employing a ZnO precursor solution as liquid ink, fluid lines of ink have been
deposited on a sapphire grid on which nanometric edges (1.3 nm) are present [153]. After annealing at
1200 ◦C aligned ZnO nanowires were obtained for application as transistor. The systems obtained by
DPN are of tremendous technological relevance as the high accuracy and resolution in positioning
nanostructures is a key point for technological advances and improvements in device performance.
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Reference [153]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. 
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Figure 19. Applications in ethanol sensors. Ethanol sensor based on ZnO deposited by DPN.
(a) Schematic diagram of the CMOS micro electro mechanical system (MEMS) micro-hotplate cross
section, where the different components and their relative positions are depicted; (b) optical micrograph
of the fabricated ethanol sensor (dimensions 1 mm × 1 mm). (c) Sensor response to the presence of
gaseous ethanol in the range of 0–1000 ppm is also reported, showing the high sensitivity of the ZnO
printed device. Republished with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry, from Reference [153];
permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

9. Conclusions

Printing processes offer unique large-area processing capability and high throughput fabrication
for the integration of (nano)crystalline materials in functional devices under mild operative, low-cost,
and often environmentally friendly conditions, permitting to reduce materials wastage. This review
intends to provide an unprecedented view on ZnO-based ink printing, highlighting the different ink
formulations and the most relevant printing approaches so far explored in the literature (namely, screen
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printing, flexographic printing, 3D printing, inkjet printing, and dip pen nanolithography). In the
current scenario, the researchers often have to carefully formulate the “printing inks” by tuning the
most relevant physicochemical properties (e.g., viscosity, precursor concentration, surface tension,
printing speed) in order to fit the requirements of each methodology. Typically, this results in preparing
ZnO-based inks (based on the stable dispersion of ZnO nanomaterials) that are stable enough during
the printing process, leading to the formation of continuous, ordered and often crystalline films of
thickness ranging from nano- to micro-scale. Many reports also show, as an alternative, the possibility to
print solution-based precursors (containing a soluble zinc salt and an additive) leading to the formation
of ZnO nano- to microstructures onto solid surfaces after heating. This approach has the advantage of
using soluble precursors that do not lead to aggregation issues of the ZnO nanomaterials in the ink.
In the review, we have offered a rapid overview of the most relevant applications based on printable
ZnO-based inks. The extraordinary versatility and the large number of properties of ZnO result in a
very broad range of applications of the resulting printed devices, including chemical and physical
sensors, photocatalysis, solar cells, thin film transistors, memristors and other ones. Among the
methods herein explored, inkjet printing seems to provide the highest number of applications, likely
due to the higher number of printable formulations, its lower cost, excellent lateral resolution, and
low material consumption. This study does not intend to offer the reader all the literature currently
available, however, we hope to have reviewed the most relevant aspects of this emerging-research
field, with the ultimate goal to highlight the importance of printing technologies in the sustainable
fabrication of ZnO-based devices.
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